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Conditions of motion stabtffty of a system admitting first integrals are obtain- 
ed in the form of n@icient conditions of zero solutionuniqueness of a nonlinear 
system. The problem of stability of permawnt rooatfolrr of a heavy sol&d body 
with a single fixed point is iltustrated here by the establishmentoftbree&fki- 
ent carditions of such stabiltty. Two of these coincide with there derived 
earlferCl& wMlethe!hirditmxegeueaL Thepqosedproc&ueforthe 
dedvation of Liapenov’s ftmtiaa from integrals of motion is a synthesis of a 
number of known methods (2 -43. The problem wed here as an ill&ration 
was considered by several a&hors (see, e. g,, [5 -93. A new set of perman- 
ent rotations is formulated directly on the admissible arc on the Staude cone 
in conformity with Lmiantsev’s theodes. 

1 Let li, (5) = const (i = i, 2, . . ., k) be the firat integrals of motion of some 
mechanical system (z is an element of an n -dimendorM space). FunctLons vi (I) 
are assumed determinate in the neighborhood of aero and cultinnous there mgether 
with their first order dedvatives. If U1 (0) = 0 and the identity z I 0 define 
the nnperturbed motion of the fnput mechanical system, then 

may be taken as the Liapunov function for investigating such system stability. 
Function Ii (2) is positive definite if and only if there exists a cube S (0, a) = 

js:l J I< U, j = 1, . . . . n; a > 01 in which the zero tolption of the system of equat- 
ions 

is unique. 
u, (5) = 0, . ..) Uk (2) = 0 (1.1) 

Let us assume that the integrals are holomorphic (a~“, ..,, a,,‘, asj* are real 

constants 1, i. e. 

ui (5) = a,‘zl y- . . . + a,%” -+- i a,,‘xsxj :- 0 ( Ij z I$) (1.2) 
8, I=1 

that the rank of matrix II aij II is (k - 1) and the nonzero determinant of the (k 
- 1) -St order is located in the upper left-hand corner. We assume that the diagonal 
minors of that determinant are nonnero. On these asarmptions it is possible to find 
acube s(O,a) suchthatthesetofpoints (1, . . . . ~r,z’+l,... 2”) conWncdi.~it 

sattsfies the first T < k - 1 ecpationt of system (1.1) and is de&red by the continu- 
ously differentiable functions El01 
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2 = qrf (z’+l, l.., z”), qr” (0, . . . . 0) = 0, i = 1, . . . . r (1.3) 

The uniqueness of solution 9,” implies that when a certain nonzero vector satis- 
fies these equations, at least one of its components x;r, . . . . ztiR is nonzero. 

We shall indicate k sufficient conditions of stability of the zero solution of the 
system of differential equations which admits integrals (1.2). These consitions success- 
ively extend in the sense that when the i-th condition is sat&fled, then all conditions 
numbered i -+ i to k are automatically satisfied. 

T h e o r e m. There exist k successively extending sufficient conditions of stab& 
ity of the zero solution of the system of differential equations that admit integrals 
(1.2). These conditions am determined by the sufiicient conditions for the functional 
determinant 

A (5) = 1 c~ij I, ail = aj*, j = 1, . . . . . k - 1 

=ik = U, (2); i = 1, . . . k 

or any of the expressions 

(1.4) 

I r+i 
= A [a#,’ @‘+I, . . . , z*), . . . , $,‘(d++‘, . . . , zn), a+, . . . , Z”] (1.5) 

r--l ,...,(k-1) 

to have the prop&y of fixed rig& 
P r 0 0 f. We represent the system of Eqs.( 1.1) in the form 

alid + . ..++* =-uf(z)+~a,‘rJ. i.=I,...,k 
-1 

(1.6) 

and shall show that when any of the k conditions of the theorem are satisfied, there 
existsanumber u>O suchthatinthecube S(O,O) thesolution t=O of the 
system of % (1.1) is unique. Letuscomparetherankofmatrix IIa~fII(i=i,..., 
k; f = 1, . . . . n) with that of a matrix whoselastcolumn elements b* areof the 
form 

b’ = - Ui (z) + i a:,” 
J=l 

and consider the k-th order minor Ak (2) of the latter which is composed of(k - i) 
-st firsts and the last columns. Obviously Ar (2) = - A (5). If function A (4 is 
of fixed sign, there exists a cube S CO,4 (a > 0) in which A (4 > 0 and the sohtt- 
im s=O ofthesystemofEqs. (l.l)isuniquewhen t#O. To prove this we 
asarme the existence of a nonzero solution Z, m s (0, a) of that system, and consider 
the ancillary linear system of equations obtained by the substitution of zo into its right- 
hand side. Since Arc (%I) =#= 0, hence by the Kronecker -Capelli theorem the an- 
cillary linear system has no solution and, consequently, vector z0 cannot be a solut- 
ion of the system of Eqs. (1.1). 

Let us now assume that function fF+r is of fixed sign. Then there exists an (la 
- r) -dimensional cube $z I< Q,..., Iz”I<u(u>O) in which that function is non- 

zero, except at points = . . . E Z* = 0. The solution 2 = 0 of the system 
of Eqs. (1.1) in the n -dimaional cube S (0, a) is unique. To prove this we assume 
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that %o # 0, x0 E s (0, a) 

z#, . ..* ze” 
is the solution of system (1.1). Then at least one of 

the componea.&s must be nonzero and 

We) = A I$+;+‘, . . . , son), . . . , q,‘( sxt;+l, . . . , z,“,, zI;*l$. . . ,$] 

4’,+, (2-2 9 * . * 1 2”) s 9,’ rs;:; (xr+2) . . . , Zn), x*+2,. . . , xy, i = 1,. . . ( r (I.81 

WC f$nd that function (1.7) satisfhs tile idcntrty 

A[+;+l(%r+2 ,..., 2”) ,..., $;+l(tr+2 ,..., X”),$;$;(zr+2 ,... I Zn)* tr+2,**+nj =fr+2 

Le. ftYd is of fixed sign, since it is a fimction of afgum&s .g+t 9 ***7 2”. Tke 
thmm is proved, 

The pdnciple formuiated above goes back to Voltuta [2l who had shown that in 
the case of threa-dimcardaaal wetor ;F and two intc@s U1 (x) and U, (4 all 
isolated points of the system of equations U, (z) = 0 and u, @) = 0 *pY- 
stable equi%briwn podtfons. Fwxtion A (4 is a l&w bw&e of fiat integrals in 
w&h there an9 no linehu terms, The sufficient cmdftton for that baed& t0 be qf 
fixed sign de- &a first stabiI#ty cc&&h which, altkuqh the um&t “dot&. 
is the most catvenhnt &r the ;rpaly&. The moat exte&dd is the R-th c&H&n; it 
coincides with the stability con~~thatfoflow~~RoatbthaacmwfthfbPprreov’s 
~~~~~t [ll, 12-1. Note that &p, 0.1) deftnt an inkypsll marUM similar to that 
encountered in solutions of the fnvtne problems of dynamics 1133. 

dx/at= px + x (sf (2.11 
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x1 (z) = z%’ - a%, x*(z) = & - ZW 

x* (2) = z'P - ~'9, x4 (t) = (B - C) A-'2% 

x6 (2) = (C - A) B-%'a+, 9 (z) = (A - B) C-%4.+ 

where A>B>C>O aremomentsofinertia, =o> O,h > 0, z, > 0 are the 
coordinates of the center of gravity, and a, B, y, and 0 determine the specified 
permanent rotation. Equation (2.1) admits the integrals 

U, (z) = 2az' + 2pi -+ 2yz3 + (9)~ t- (9)2$ ($)2 = 0 

Us (4 = Aad + B#b.z* + CyozS $- A=’ + J@” + 
C+ + A&z' + B&r' + CiSz6 = con& 

ur(t) = 2Gz0.S i 2Gyo.9 + 2Gzo29 + 2Aaor’ + 
2kq3orb + 2Qoz” + A (~')a + B (ss)' + C (G+)~ = const 

(2.2) 

where ul, U,, and U, represent the trivial flnt integral, the integral of areas, and 
the integral of energy, respectively. From (1.4) and (2.2) we have 

A (5) = 2afh (B - A) A” (9, 9, 9, t’, ti, z6) 
A0 (~1, 9, 9, z’, 9, 2” I= - GA,’ + At0 
A,=’ = a-‘zo (a+)% + /3-‘&l (9)’ + y-%0 (9)’ 

As0 =-A(oz’ - z’)’ + B (09 - s+)~ + C(ozS - z6)* 

The fint two stability conditiar, are dekrmined by the auffldent conditions of the 
fixed dg~ prop&y of fianctions A” (z’, z2, x3, z’i $Ld, z6) and Ab I1p’l(.t2, a+), 9, 9, 

z4, ti, t@], where sll (r? 2) is the soiution of equation U, (z) = 0 for 9. The 
second of these conditions coincides with conditions in Cl] and is defined by the inequal- 
itia 

- (a-‘~*~~ + azfF1gO) > 0 
W1@*zo + asfF1yo) y-%0 + CC~~-~~Z,~, > 0 

(2.3) 

The third condillon it determined by the sufficient conditkons of tied dgn property 
of full&ax 

A0 [&‘(9, z’, 9, 20, q** (9, x’, I”, z6), 23, x’, 9, s’] (2.4) 

where q$ and ha are obtained by solving the system of equations UI (t) = 0 and 
U,(t) = 0 for s' and *, Udng the Lagrange method for reducing a quadratic 

toorumoftcpuwitispordbleto’rhauthotthethtrdttsbilitycondftionthowc the 
exfslEtlce al the arc (t, -_o) of the Staude cone of a set of permanent rotations that 
is wider that in DL 

Note that stability b only pondble tn the critical case of two pairs of pure imagin- 
ary roots and a double zero root [14]. Nonmultiple elementary divisors of matrix P 
correspond to a zero multiple root, since two linearly independent solutions can be 
indicatedfortheequation Pu=~. 

R e m a r k Function A (2) is the quadratic integral for Eq. (2.1) which is unique 
and correct within the constant multiplier. We prove this using the equation 
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whose solution ia sought in the form V = z’X5, where 
matrix with adequate coefflcienta, 

X = {I qf II ** is a symmetric 
The latter are determined by using equations 

Z’X x (2) = 0 and I’ @“X + XF) 2 = 0 which reduce to a system of algebraic 
equations in zfj which has a unique solution. 
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